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Across school we have been celebrating the work of various artists this week. 

For example in Nursery, the children have been exploring water marbling  

inspired by the artist Mustafa Düzgünman. Reception were inspired by Jackson 

Pollock and really enjoyed splattering, flicking and dragging string through paint 

to create their masterpieces.  

Year 1 have been using macro photography to create flower pictures in the style of Georgia O’Keefe 

and Year 2 have been looking at the work of Elizabeth Catlett. Further up the school in Year 3 the  

children have  been creating self portraits inspired by the work of Frida Kahlo and Year 4 are exploring 

African art patterns to create collages similar to the work of Bisa Butler. Year 5 have used patterns, 

dots and mirrors to create kaleidoscopes to bring a 3d perspective to the work of artist Yaioi Kusama. 

Year 6 have been investigating the work of Jean Michel Basquiat and created some wonderful  

interpretations despite not being fans themselves! 

Here are some examples of the fantastic artwork the children have created.  

 

Thank you to Miss Martins for organising Brookburn Art Week. Many more photos and updates can be 

found on the class blogs and Twitter pages as and when the masterpieces are complete. 

EYFS and Key Stage 1 sports days were a little different this year  

without the presence of our school community cheering from the side 

line, however, we can report that the children did us all proud. They 

hopped, skipped, jumped, ran, hurdled and most importantly cheered 

each other on and showed great sportsmanship.  

We have captured as much footage of the day as we could so that we 

can share a virtual sports day with you. Please check Twitter, class 

blogs and google classroom.  

Next week it is the turn of Y5/6 (Tuesday) and Y3/4 (Friday) after which 

we will reveal the winning house! Please remember water bottles, sun 

hats, sun cream and your house coloured t-shirts to wear on the day. 

Thank you. 

Thanks to Manchester City Council and The Mayor's 

Challenge Fund for giving us the opportunity to invite 

Box Clever Theatre into school to spread the word 

on road safety through the power of performance. It 

was a very entertaining way to share a very  

important message which kept our Year 6 children 

engaged throughout.  
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July 

9th - School reports sent out  Rec-Y6 

21st - School closes at 2pm for summer 

September 

2nd - Inset day (school closed to children) 

3rd - Inset day (school closed to children) 

6th - School opens to children for Autumn 2021 

term 

October 

4th - Individual photographs 

19th - 22nd - Y5 Bikeright 

22nd - School closes at normal time for half 

term 

25th - 30th - Half term holiday 

November 
1st - School reopens after half term break 

2nd - Flu Vaccine for children 

2nd - 4th -  Y5 Bikeright 

Greater Manchester has specific advice from the 

government as an Enhanced Response  

Area due to the fast spread of the Delta variant. The 

new COVID-19 variant spreads more easily from 

person to person. You are advised to do the free 

twice-weekly rapid lateral flow testing if you don’t 

have symptoms. Public Health in Manchester would 

like a PCR test completed if there has been any  

direct contact with a confirmed case, even if there 

have not been any symptoms. 

If we close any classes for a school confirmed case 

we will ask ALL children in the class to have a PCR 

test (not LFD).  

It is important that you still continue to isolate for 10 

days if you have been a close contact of a positive 

case or if you have been contacted by the NHS to 

isolate via their track and trace system. 

More information on how to isolate can be found on 

our website: https//brookburn.manchester.sch.uk/

parents-carers/covid-19/ 

We are all hopeful for more freedom very soon and 

we would hate to start the summer holidays off with 

bubbles having to isolate so please be extra vigilant 

in these last few weeks of term. 

Thank you. 

Year 6 Enterprise Market Day was a huge success 

and very well supported by the school community. 

There were some excellent advertising and  

marketing techniques used and sales were good.  

We will reveal the most successful business and the 

amounts raised for charity before the end of this 

term. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The year 6 children have taken a break from the 

world of business and are now working on all things 

thespian as they rehearse for their leavers  

production.  

We are very pleased, but not 

at all surprised to say, that 

after a visit from the Food  

Standards Agency recently, 

our school kitchen has retained it’s 5 star  

hygiene rating. 

Well done to all of the kitchen team!  

Year 3B has been inspired by the illustrations of 

Manchester illustrator Dave Draws, to create 

their own sketch maps of Chorlton as part of 

their geography unit. The drawings are so  

impressive they even got the thumbs up by 

Dave himself on Twitter! Here are some  

examples of their fabulous artwork: 

EYFS children have been very 

careful not to disturb the  

caterpillars in class so that they 

could turn into butterflies! They 

got to meet the butterflies  

today in the butterfly bungalow! 

All thanks to your donations to the EYFS fund. 


